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ABSTRACT
Considered primarily a form of painting, my practice adopts the languages of sculpture and installation to explore abstract
constructions of personal and societal hierarchies. In this current body of work, I am crocheting architectural forms that blur the
distinctions between surface, object, and space. Whether occupying pictorial space or actual space, simple patterned units
coalesce into emergent forms through repetition and accumulation. I am drawn to malleable materials that allow for an
indexical registration of the force of my hands and body. Working in a wide range of materials including paper, mylar, fabric,
foam, plastic, sheet metal, wire, monofilament, and paint, I create works by pushing these mediums to their material limits.
Moving in, around, and through the pieces, the viewer becomes an active participant in relation to spatial elements, where
interactions act as propositions for new meaning.
In this thesis, I have chosen to present a collection of handwritten notes taken over the past two years from conversations and
musings shared with my professors and peers. I view these notes, much like I view my material selections, as a source that
provides an indexical trace of my working process. The exchanges included here point to moments of change in my work as I
began to explore the languages of sculpture and installation. The work I produced during my time here at RISD comes in many
different shapes and sizes. In retracing the moments in the studio that brought me to where I am, I find that issues pertaining
to intersectionality continue to resurface in different forms, to create a more tenuous yet more satisfying web of relations. It is
my hope that these writings come together to reflect a studio practice that prefers questions over answers and a process of
making that privileges possibilities over certainties.
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PAINTING
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This was the first painting I
made in graduate school. A
common thread running through
my paintings, sculptures, and
installations is my compulsion
for pattern. Drawing from a widerange of source material
including decorative
ornamentation, architectural
blueprints, modernist abstract
geometries, origami paper folds,
and woven textiles, I use pattern
to examine our cultural, social
and spatial topologies. My
practice shares an affinity with
artists associated with PostMinimalism who challenged the
essentializing and genderbiased narratives associated
with Clement Greenberg’s
reading of Modernism. More
specifically, I am co-opting
processes and materials used
by these artists to push beyond
the insularity of formalist
conceptions of medium
specificity and the flatness of the
picture plane.
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SCULPTURE

My sculptural work investigates
spatial constructs through the
layering of tessellating patterns.
Through repetition
and accumulation, simple patterned
units coalesce into emergent forms.
These forms are created using
single continuous surfaces and
manipulated through folds and
knots. Each fold or vertex acts as a
link or a node within a network of
interconnected planes that
contributes to the dynamic tension
across the entire surface. I work
with malleable materials ranging
from paper, mylar, fabric, and yarn
to foam, rope, and sheet metal.
These folded forms are further
complicated with video projection
mapping or painted imagery that
blurs the distinctions between
surface, object, and space. It is my
intention to question pre-existing
realms of fiction that we associate
with space through manipulating the
surface of these structures, the
architecture surrounding it.
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CONVERSATIONS WITH KAREN SCHIFF – SPRING 2016
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INSTALLATION
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The theoretical foundation of my practice draws on the
work of Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw, an American civil
rights advocate, who coined the term “intersectionality” to
examine the multidimensional aspects of social identities.
Crenshaw posits that aspects of one’s identity including
race, gender, class, age and religion are not mutually
exclusive entities, but instead need to be examined
simultaneously as interrelated and co-constitutive in
affecting one’s privilege and perception in society. As a
Chinese American woman, I exist in these
intersectionalities. My bicultural upbringing instilled in me
an attraction to the contradictory and a fondness for things
that seem out of place. Akin to Connie Butler’s desire to
facilitate unexpected interactions between artworks in
thematic installations such as WACK!: Art And The
Feminist Revolution, my paintings, sculptures and
installations share this focus on the moments of encounter
or the intersections of disparate elements. My practice as
an artist is informed by a complicated relationship to
language, one that often assumes both the roles of barrier
and access to privilege. In my work, I try to replicate these
intersectionalities through combining the languages of
painting, sculpture and installation.
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